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Abstract— The project deals with an automation of some of the steps which involves in inspection process. As specified earlier, network inspection process takes place in most of the cases in SDLC (software development life cycle) so that we can maintain the performance and reliable and creditable qualities. In the field of software development, network inspection tools play a vital role. The software is mainly used to meet the requirements of client in the software development. The software is an intranet application which can be pushed forward to the internet with a few adjustments/modifications. The employers are given with a well-managed graphical user interface to carry out their operations according to the location along with a greater security and ease. Various processes such as selection/selecting of associates for inspection, conducting/organizing meetings, accepting and sending important information, operations performed by assorted personnel’s are adapted in the advance of this project. Other minute information’s of abundant application to the activity leaders such as activity status, Analysis dates, agent data etc can be retrieved calmly through this intranet site. These are the main objectives attained through this project.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This software achieves the following: It verifies that the software elements satisfy its specification and applicable standards. This software helps admin to check whether the condition satisfies the given process. It identifies deviation from standards and specifications. It collects Software Engineering data based on the Process towards improving the process itself. It identifies the bugs earliest in the software cycle. It is a static technique (verification) compared to testing, which is a dynamic technique (validation) involving actual execution of the implemented code. The organizations wishing to make the best use of their inspection processes should consider this type of estimation tool. Inspections tools are considered the most cost effective and most efficient way to detect errors in software. After the inspectors enter the inspection data into the tool, therefore the number of defects is the output remaining in the inspected software. The estimate adjusts for bad fixes. The tool also provides a recommendation as whether the software module should be reinserted or not depending on the quality levels of the organization. The project consists of eight modules.

II. MODULE DESCRIPTION

A. Login:
A well-design login takes care of the authenticated users by providing different views. When a user logs in, his role is verified. If he is an administrator he is personal with an administrator view to achieve his personal tasks. If he logs in as any other user then he is prompted for a project code. The project code uniquely identifies the role of the user with in the software.

B. Administration:
Here Administrator plays a vital role in this tool. He is the person in charge of making or uprooting validated clients on interest. He is likewise mindful to include/uproot ventures and to enter creator subtle elements for a task. He is given a very much characterized graphical interface to accomplish these assignments.

C. Creation of Inspection Team & Record:
Here Moderator plays a vital role in this tool. He is provided with his personal view after login. The tasks performed by the moderator include. Choices of Inspection Team & Cross check Team. Making Inspection all-inclusive strategy format for different stages. Survey archives, for example, assessment ground breaking strategy format, cross check imperfection logging sheet, deformity logging sheet & review issues log. Conduct various meeting such as kick-off meeting, logging meeting & brainstorming. To set status of the project to currently running phase. View employee details.

D. Existing Inspection Record:
Here Inspector plays a vital role in this tool. He is provided with a view that is of relevance to him. He deals with the following functions.

1) View the document to be inspected.
2) Inspecting the document and entering the defects in the defect logging sheet.
3) Defect details like number of Major, Minor and Observations from the Inspectors before starting the logging. Defects are logged page wise or section wise as per the identified sequence.
4) Attend meetings.

E. Modify an Existing Inspection Record:
Here Author & Inspector plays vital roles in this tool. He author deals with the following functions. Enter the documents to the server. Incorporate comments if he feels that the comments are relevant. Attend Meetings.

F. Meeting Through Group Conferencing:
Here Moderator, Author, Inspector play vital roles in this tool. Moderator conducts various meeting such as kick-off meeting, logging meeting & brainstorming. This module deals with following functions. In Kick-off meeting, on completion of Cross Check and verification of entry criteria by the moderator Kickoff meeting for inspection of the document is convened. In the kickoff meeting the assumptions made and expectations out of the review is briefed to the inspection team by the author. In Logging
meeting, as per the agreed schedule Inspectors assemble for the logging of defects. Inspection comments are logged in the Inspection Issues log as per the sequence identified by the moderator. Author shall incorporate all the comments and any rejected comments will have to be justified by the author. Moderator will verify the incorporation of Inspection comments. Moderator feels that the review expectations are not met the document will have to be re-inspected again. The scribe logs accepted comments.

G. Mail System:
A simple mailing subsystem deals with the mails within the software. A user can register him to receive or send the mails. A well-defined graphical user interface is provided for these tasks. A user is informed during all the important stages in the inspection process through this mail address.

H. Need for the System:
Necessity of the system is to do automatically from previous system do such of completely manual technique for finding and correcting errors, an unprepared reviewer can sit quietly and say nothing. Lack of resources previous bad experience, big egos, Time. Thus this tool is used to overcome all the drawbacks that were used previously so that all activities and tasks are carried through automation. So complete manual task was isolated and provides easy way to carry out the tasks.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A powerful statistical engine to estimate the number of defects in a software module during software inspections. A combination of techniques and data collected from the software inspection process itself are used to estimate quality. After the inspectors enter the inspection data into the tool, the output is the number of defects remaining in the inspected software (assuming all defects already detected will be fixed). The estimate adjusts for bad fixes. The tool also provides a recommendation as to whether the software module should be re-inspected or not based on the desired quality levels of the organization.

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM
In the Existing system the process is done by only through manual. So the time consumption is high. The process such as defect bugs and in turn all the process involved in inspecting the product makes more complex. The conference of every task is difficult to make the product robustness.

V. RESULTS

---

**Fig. 1:** Inspection Tool

**Fig. 2:** Inspection Tool
VI. CONCLUSION

The project may be complete and satisfactory with all the necessary enhancements. The new ideas can be taken in to account and the code is capable of being altered so future. Thus the successful design, development and implementation of this ‘message monitoring’ were done. This was highlighted through all these above-mentioned analysis, development, testing, post and pre implementation process to enhance the project. Thus this project brings out the complete analysis of the token ring and the complete design, development, testing and implementation of the project. I hope that the analysis will be useful to others those who read them in future. Thus the successful design, development and implementation of this ‘message monitoring’ were done.
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